Boys at Tulane in STEM workshop 2019
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Tulane's School of Science and Engineering worked with several middle school boys, in grades fifth through seventh, on Saturday, Oct. 5, at its annual Boys at Tulane in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) workshop. The workshop aims to support and inspire young boys' interests in STEM fields.

(Left to right) Alex and Brian are all smiles as the work together to build a model out of toothpicks and gumdrops. (Photo by Cheryl Gerber)
Students examine different species of birds. (Photo by Cheryl Gerber)
Students peer through their telescopes after assembling them. (Photo by Cheryl Gerber)
(Left to right) Jefferson and Norlan intently build a sturdy structure made of playing cards while timed. (Photo by Cheryl Gerber)